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As Getty moves to having more staff and others at its locations, we are implementing a vaccine 
verification program. All employees, interns, scholars, contractors, docents and volunteers, working at 
the Center, Villa or Annex, are asked to provide verification of being fully vaccinated. Verification will be 
done by showing a nurse your completed vaccination card. 
   
Individuals who are not fully vaccinated or choose not to provide proof of the vaccine must continue 
to get weekly COVID-19 tests. Six-foot distancing and masks are currently required for everyone.  
However, should that be relaxed for those who are fully vaccinated, Getty will adapt as well.  
 
Getty has contracted with Taskforce Labs to help obtain these verifications (the same partners who have 
been providing on site COVID-19 testing since September 2020). 
 
WHEN 
Beginning Tuesday, June 1, you may stop into the locations below, during the times noted on the 
schedule, to provide proof of vaccination or receive your COVID-19 test. Please note that pre-
scheduling is no longer required and we ask for your patience if you encounter a line. Additional times 
will be shared for July.  
 
WHERE 
Vaccine verifications will be conducted at the same location as COVID-19 testing. 

• Getty Center: Private Dining Room 
• Getty Villa: meeting rooms VN113 and VN114 
• Annex: in the Security “isolation tent” 

 
HOW 
Employees who have registered for a COVID-19 test at a Getty location may use the same QR code for 
purposes of vaccine verification. If you have not had a COVID-test before, or you lose your QR code, you 
will register online through Task Force labs at: https://testing.taskforcelab.com/register/getty 
 
You will show the QR code to the nurse, who will then scan your Getty ID badge along with your 
completed vaccination card. They will then affix a unique small sticker to the back of your Getty ID 
badge. 
 
You only have to register with Taskforce lab once, where you will be asked for your name, address, 
phone number, email address (to which they can send the QR code), whether you’re employed by Getty 
or one of our contractors or are a docents or volunteer, and the Getty site at which you work.   
 
If you have to replace your Getty ID badge, you may provide the same QR code, along with your 
vaccination card, to the nurse again and obtain a replacement sticker. 
 
Designated Human Resources personnel will have access to data regarding vaccine verifications.  
 
COVID-19 TESTING 
Individuals who are not fully vaccinated or choose not to provide proof of the vaccine must continue to 
get weekly COVID-19 tests. You do not need to have an appointment to receive a test, but you must be 
registered. We ask your patience if there are others ahead of you waiting to see a nurse.  
 

https://testing.taskforcelab.com/register/getty

